2.40 Release Notes
CASH OFFICE
Revel Systems has entirely redone the Cash Office report, turning it into a tool to help you
manage your back office cash from safe drops through bank deposits.
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CDS

7
User Interface Enhancements
Video Content Now Available on CDS
Customer Account Creation and Management on the CDS
Alerting on interfering with customer create

CUSTOMERS
Reference ID added to customer lists
Improved Syncing
User Interface Enhancements
Add Notes to Addresses
Updated Settings
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DASHBOARD
User Interface Updates
Sales Summary Trending Comparison Change
Viewing Graph Data from Other Establishments
User Sort Preferences Saved
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DISCOUNTS
Modified Replacement Logic
User Interface Changes
Repeating Cash Off Discounts
Multiple gift redemptions (gift with purchase.)
Option to print an additional receipt with discount details
Wholesale Combo Discounts
Exact price discount per product in combos
Replicate Discounts
All Online Ordering platforms now handle Stackable Discounts
Added support for repeating cash discounts to Online Ordering
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EMPLOYEES AND SCHEDULES
Sticky Column Heads
Auto-Generate PINS
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ENTERPRISE
CDS Branding
EMS Taxes
Disable editing EMS Establishment Groups
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GIFT CARDS
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Limit Manual Gift Card Funding
Gift Card User Interaction Modifications
Disable GC Lookup via Store Credit
INSIGHTS APP
Quick Employee Break View
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INVENTORY
Email alert for site to site transfers for receiving store
Product Price on Inventoy Exports
Negative Qty Average Costing Approach
Force stock take at the product level
Multiple Reorder/Stock Units per Vendor
RMAs can now impact average weighted cost
It is now possible to create RMAs for products that have been deactivated
Inventory Restrictions per Product
Multiple UOM on single PO
Remove tax while receiving
Disable Adjust Cost under Settings/Inventory
Force Stock Take on a product level
Create a document for stock movements at the line item level
New UI for adding UOM of products to vendors
Workflow for rejecting store to store transfer for receiving establishment
Setting for cost adjustment in store to store transfer
Filter on the inventory log based on vendor
Filtering by reason codes on Inventory log
Enables reason codes on POS
Emails for RMAs
Adding an attachment to an RMA
Setup grouping of Stock Movement Reasons
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INVOICES
Default New Order Option
Invoices now display the amount of any deposit
Email Invoice Headers
Revel has refined the flow for removing items in a quantity from invoices
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KITCHEN PRINT / KDS
KDS Management Console Configuration
Red Modifier Display on Kitchen Views
Expanded Order Type Delay
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KIOSK
Order Type Prompt Change
Out of Stock Message
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LOYALTY
Points Earned now displayed
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Returns and Loyalty
Manage all types of loyalty programs from the POS
Mask loyalty information on Order History
MENU
Locally Applied Inventory Restrictions
Import Supports Flat Tax
Paginate Product Group
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ORDERS
Modifier / Combo Selection User Experience
Sort Options
Order Screen Enhancements
Special Requests and Combos
Settable Due Date
Catering Due Date Tied to Order
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ONLINE ORDERING
Custom Commerce now supports combo re-ordering
Payment cancellation changes
The Revel url has been removed from online receipts.
Custom Payment Types Added to the Web Ordering API
Multiple Custom Commerce Apps Support
Custom Shipping and Online Ordering
Future Dates for Online Orders
Online Order Flow Changes
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POS
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Custom Action Buttons

PAYMENTS
TriPOS Hosted Checkout Support
Batch Screen Adjustments
Eigen Payment Support
Limit Vouchers to Products
Transaction Checking Feature
Support RBA v19
Ayden Changes
Moneris Changes
PayPal Changes
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PERIPHERALS
Faster Swipe Login with IDTech
Support for Linea Pro 5 Mobile Barcode Scanner
Revel now supports French Fiscal
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PRICING:
Price Tiers Added to Product Price Life Cycle
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PRINTING
Name now printed on refund receipts
Arabic Receipts
Arabic Label Tags
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PRODUCTS
Dynamic Cost Added to exports
Copying Function Performance Enhancement
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PURCHASE ORDERS
Additional changes to Time Format on Finalized PO.
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QUICKBOOKS
Support Auto Tax
Improved handling of inventory created via Prep Recipes.
Support for Cross Establishment Returns
QBO Tax Changes

ERROR! BOOKMARK NOT DEFINED.

REPORTS
Discounts Report
Customers Orders Report
Serial Number Report
Sales Summary Report
Gift Card Report
Operations Report
Tills Report
Emailed Report Format Options
House Account Statement Changes
The Speed of Service Report has been updated
Reports Optimized
Filter for establishment on Product Inventory Log
Establishment on the inventory log at EMS level
Revel has updated the header on the Catering Delivery report
New Day of the Week Filter
Order History Report
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SCALES
NTEP Certification Update

52

TABLE SERVICE
Users may now sort order lists by Table Number
Split Bills
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THIRD PARTY INTEGRATIONS
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TILLS
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Prevent Sales with Open Cash Drawer
Till Improvements on Dashboard
Better Currency Management

Improved Safe Drop Screen
Virtual Till Cash Drop Improvements
Clocking Out with Open Tills
USER INTERFACE AND DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

55

WEB SOCKETS
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CASH OFFICE
Revel Systems has entirely redone the Cash Office report, turning it into a tool to help you manage your
back office cash from safe drops through bank deposits.
The first page of the report is the Manage Cash Tool. Your first step is to confirm your Safe Drops,
recounting them and inputting the confirmed amount. Revel will calculate the variance between the
declared amount and the confirmed amount. Click Save when you have confirmed all the safe drops you
wish to confirm at that moment.

The second step is to create safe counts out of your safe drops. Check all the safe drops you wish to
include in the safe count and click Create. By default the Safe Count reporting date defaults to the date
of the first Safe Drop. You may change this date if you wish. Revel uses the reporting date to report the
Safe Count amounts on the Operations report.
The third is to create the bank deposit. Check all the Safe Counts that will be part of the bank deposit
and click Deposit. You may enter a Deposit ID for the deposit if you wish. Input the amount of the Cash
that will go to the bank (the To Deposit amount) and Revel will calculate the remainder as staying in the
business (the Safe Balance).

Note, Support for Safe Balances is optional. You may choose to always deposit the entire cash amount
to the bank. Support for Safe Balances is controlled by the setting on Report settings page: Cash Office
Track Safe Balance.
After you have clicked create on the Bank Deposit Popup, the deposit shall be created in a Held State. It
is possible to require that users input their password prior to created bank deposits and log that activity
in the action log, as a sort of electronic signature. This is a staff only setting, so contact your support
agent to enable it.
Bank Deposits that are in the held state can be deleted. Deleting a bank deposit returns all Safe Counts
associated to the Deposit to Step 3: Create Bank Deposit.
When you are ready to send the bank deposit to the bank, change its status in Step 4 to Sent. After you
receive notice from the bank that the Deposit has been registered, move its status to Validated. A
popup will appear allowing you to input the amount the bank reconciliation amount. Click confirm on
the popup and the deposit shall move off the Manage Cash Tool and exclusively into the reporting
section.
In addition to the Manage Cash Tool, Cash office includes reports for all phases Cash Management
activity: Safe Drops, Safe Counts, Bank Deposits and Safe Balances (if enabled). The reports are
filterable by a variety of data, including status, date, employee and currency (if more than once currency
is used). Entries also hyperlink to related entries. For example, Safe Counts hyperlink to the Safe Drops
that they contain.
Reports can be exported to excel or csv or printed. It is also possible to print reports of each bank
deposit from the bank deposit report as well as from the Manage Cash Tool.
Revel has added a Cash Management section to the Operations report to help users understand their
back office cash. The section includes the following entries:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Declared Safe Drops: All Safe drops made during the reporting period
Actual Safe Drops: The confirmed amount of all Safe Drops made during the reporting
period
Variance: The total variance between the Declared and Actual Safe Drops
Safe Count: The total of all Safe Counts made during the reporting period. [Note, Revel
uses the Safe Drop Reporting date to select which Safe Counts to include to the report.]
Amount to Deposit: The total amount to deposit from the Safe Counts above
Amount to Safe: The total Safe Balances from the Safe Counts above.

If you have not been using the Cash Office tool to manage your Safe Drops, then you may have a great
deal of legacy data built up. Therefore, Revel has a way to quick process old data so you can begin
afresh. Click Mass Confirm Now and input a date. Revel will quick confirm all Cash Office Activity prior
to that date. Safe Drops and Safe Counts will be confirmed for their declared amount. They will not be
moved to the next step of the Manage Cash Tool. Bank deposits will be automatically validated with the
Confirmed Amount going into the Reconciliation field

CDS
User Interface Enhancements
Revel has redesigned the way it displays items being sold by weight on the CDS, bring into line with the
rest of the UI.
Revel has redesigned for greater usability the screen where customers may enter their emails to receive
receipts.
In split screen mode, if the CDS displays a video that does not cover the entire screen area, the
background shall now be colored black as opposed to white.
Revel has made several changes to the color options that were introduced in 2.34. Primary Color has
been renamed Darker Color and Secondary Color is now Lighter Color. Darker color is used for all text
and buttons that exist on white background. Users now may now select which color is used in the
header bar. Its opposite will be used for header bar text and buttons.
Video Content Now Available on CDS
Users may now link to YouTube or Vimeo Videos or externally hosted .mp4 or .mv4 files for display of
promotional material on their CDS. Full Screen videos (displayed when the CDS is idle) and Half Screen
Videos (displayed on the left side of the CDS in Split Screen Mode) are supported. To display videos,
navigate to Settings->Advanced Settings->Customer Display System and choose Video under Split Screen
– Use Media Type, and/or Welcome Screen – User Media type. Then, enter the link to the video in Split
Screen Video and/or Welcome Screen Video. Note, if the video cannot be played, then the CDS will
default to the Split Screen Image or Welcome Screen Image.

Customer Account Creation and Management on the CDS
Customers may now create and sign into their accounts on the CDS. Enable this feature in the new
Customer Creation Section of Customer Info settings. Check ‘Allow Customer Creation on CDS’ and
select which fields a new customer will be required to complete. Also select how your wish your
customers to log into their accounts, via phone, email or loyalty number. If you want a Revel loyalty
account to automatically be generated when the customer signs up, be sure that “Allow Automatic
Loyalty Generation” is configured under the Loyalty Section of Gift, Rewards and Admin Cards settings.
Once enabled, the CDS will display a button in the upper right inviting the customer to login and a link to
create an account if they don’t already have one. Once customers sign in, we will display their loyalty
points. Customers may tap their names to perform minor edits to their accounts. They will be able to
redeem any rewards they have earned and use any gift cards linked to their accounts.
If customers elect to create a new account, they will input their first and last name, as well as their
phone number, email address and/or birthdate as required by the settings. If Automatic Loyalty
Generation is supported, Revel will create a new loyalty account for the customer in accordance with
the Automatic Loyalty Generation Settings.

Alerting on interfering with customer create
If the customer creation screens are open on the CDS when the cashier attempts to move to the
payment screens, Revel will display an alert and ask if the cashier wants to cancel the customer creation
or wait.

CUSTOMERS
Reference ID added to customer lists
The Reference ID column has been added to full screen customer lists.
Improved Syncing
If for whatever reason customer data cannot be synced with the Management Console, it shall be added
to the resync queue to be synced when connections are restored.
User Interface Enhancements
The Customers screens as accessed from the dashboard have been adjusted to be more in line with
Apple guidelines. Tapping customers now opens a full page screen with the customer list on the left.
Once a customer is selected, their details appear in the right pane. Tapping Add New will bring up the
customer creation popup.
The Customer Details screen access from Order Details has been updated to be in line with other
Customer Details displays.
Revel has updated the full screen customer list that appears when accessing customer through such
channels as gift card management or delivery prompts.
The Customer and Call Name popup that appears when prompting for customer or call name has been
updated to be inline with other modernized popups. Both Customers and Call Names are available from
the same popup, by switching the tabs at the top.
Add Notes to Addresses
Revel has added a notes field to the address records associated to customers. It is anticipated that
these notes will be used for delivery instructions. As such, they will be displayed wherever they may be
helpful for delivery, such as in the Delivery Management Console, on Delivery Receipts, and in Online
Ordering. On the Management Console, the notes may be viewed and managed on the Customer

Updated Settings
In order to support Creation and Sign In to customer accounts on the CDS, Revel has added a group of
settings to Customer Info Settings. Check Allow Customer Creation on CDS and then select which fields
are required for Account Creation. Also select how customers will log into their accounts on the CDS.
For consistency sake, Revel has also moved the Allow Customer Creation Settings on Kiosk out of Kiosk
Settings and into Customer Info Settings.

DASHBOARD

User Interface Updates
The Dashboard has been reorganized. Options that had been found along the left side of the page are
now at the bottom of the screen. Each of these options opens into a full screen view. Logout has been
moved to the upper right and Time Clock is now accessed via the button to the left of Orders.

Product Setup is now accessed via the Product Setup button on the right side of the screen.
Revel has updated the Hourly Sales graph to show sales data from the past three weeks.
Sales Summary Trending Comparison Change
The trending numbers on the Sales Summary graph now refer to the same day last week. That have also
been updated to make it clear that they represent percentage increases or decreases over that date.
Viewing Graph Data from Other Establishments
Assuming the Management Console setting, Reports->Restrict iPad Graphs by Establishment is false,
users may now select to view graph data from other establishments. If the graphs are set to Enterprise
Reporting (via the staff only Access control), then users may select to view aggregate graph data for all
establishments. Note, users must have access rights to an establishment to see its data.

User Sort Preferences Saved
Time management now saves the users sort preferences.

DISCOUNTS
Modified Replacement Logic
Discount replacement logic has been reworked in the event the user attempts to apply a discount to an
object that already has one. Now Revel will warn only if the new and existing discounts are in
competition with each other, and the existing discount would actually be replaced.
User Interface Changes
Revel has updated the Discounts page. By default, only the Auto Apply and Item Level checkboxes shall
appear on the report. However, users may click the Preferences button to display the Taxed and Active
(new) checkboxes. By displaying the Active checkbox, users may enable or disable multiple discounts at
once.

Repeating Cash Off Discounts
This feature allows users to apply a dollar amount discount for every X dollars spent multiple times
within the same order (i.e. for every $20 spent, get $2 off the order.) This is only applicable to order
level discounts.
"Minimum amount" dictates how much the customer must spend, either across the whole order or on a
qualifying group or class or product. Repeating Cash off Discounts also participate in auto discounts
rules.
Setting

Multiple gift redemptions (gift with purchase.)
Users may now to set up a gift with purchase discounts that may be applied multiple times within the
same order. The user can set up the discount to apply automatically or manually.

Automatically apply

Manually apply

When manually applied, the user will have a screen to apply the discount where they will be able to
select the number of times for the discount to apply after clicking the Pay button.

Option to print an additional receipt with discount details
The option to print an additional receipt with discount details is now controlled by the Receipt setting,
“Additional discount details for separate receipt”. If enabled, a field will be exposed on Discount details
where they user may input any text they want to print out on a supplementary receipt.

Wholesale Combo Discounts
Users may now apply the Discount flag “Wholesale” to Combo discounts, aka Reprice discounts where
“reprice to sum of products” is true. If the Wholesale flag is invoked, the product(s) in the Reprice
Discount will actually be repriced. That is to say, the saving will not be expressed as a discount, but as a
new price. This means that the product(s) will *not* appear as discounted on the order screen. Rather
they will just have a new price. Further, the discount will not appear in discount reports.

Exact price discount per product in combos
It is now possible to set the exact price of each product (or rather product group or class) within a
combo discount. Combo discounts are reprice discounts that require a product from each class or group
and apply the reprice to the sum total of the products. Traditionally, Revel would assess the discount
against the highest price item. By enabling, “Set discount price per group for Combo discounts” under
Advanced Settings, customers will be able to set a price against each group or class in the discount. The
price must be less than or equal to the price of the least expensive item in the group or class, and the
total prices must equal the reprice amount.

Replicate Discounts
Revel has added the ability to copy existing discounts to make new ones. Click the copy icon next to the
edit icon by a discount and then give the discount a new name.

All Online Ordering platforms now handle Stackable Discounts
Added support for repeating cash discounts to Online Ordering

EMPLOYEES AND SCHEDULES
Sticky Column Heads
The column headers and employee names have been made sticky on Schedules, Time Worked and
Payroll. This means they will not disappear as the user scrolls down or right.
Auto-Generate PINS

Users may now enforce auto-generation of PINS for new employees by checking the “Enforce Auto
Generation” sub-setting under Advanced POS settings -> Auto Generate Employee PINS. If auto
generation is enforced, then one will not be able to edit the auto generated pin while creating the
employee. If creating employees via import, any user input PINS will be ignored. Assuming the user has
the correct admin rights, they may edit the PIN after the employee has been created.

ENTERPRISE
CDS Branding
Users may now manage logos and CDS Welcome Screen images at the enterprise level.
EMS Taxes
It is now possible to manage which taxes a customer group is exempt from on the EMS, assuming the
exempt taxes have the same name on the base and target establishments.
Disable editing EMS Establishment Groups
Since the Enterprise functionality for Establishment Groups will be included in the future iterations,
Revel has disabled the EMS feature of managing establishment groups. If the setting within the division
is enabled for Enterprise Menu (under establishments settings in EMS), then the establishment group
function will not be available.

GIFT CARDS
Limit Manual Gift Card Funding
It is no longer possible to manually add funds to gift cards as part of the payment process. Instead,
cards may only be created or loaded for the amount of the gift card purchased.
Gift Card User Interaction Modifications
The implementation of the Restricted Gift Card Access permission has been enhanced for the new UI.
Users with the Restricted Gift Card Access token may create or add value to gift cards from the
Dashboard. Users without the Restricted Gift Card Access token will need to input the pin of a user who
has the token to do anything other than view the amount on an existing gift card.

Disable GC Lookup via Store Credit
In order to fix a security hole where users were able to add value to gift cards by looking them up
through store credit, Revel has disabled the ability to call up Gift Cards by pressing Store Credit.

INSIGHTS APP
Quick Employee Break View
Users of Insights can now see at a glance if their employees are on paid breaks (as opposed to unpaid
breaks) via the little clock and coins icon that appears next to the words, “On Break”.

INVENTORY
Email alert for site to site transfers for receiving store
One may now send an email to the receiving store when a store to store transfer is initiated. When the
store to store transfer is finalized, the user will see a pop-up display that will allow the user to modify
the email address the alert is sent to. The transfer details will come as an attached PDF.

The email address within this UI is populated based on the value on the receiving store set within
Establishment>Establishment settings> Email.
Product Price on Inventoy Exports
Product Price has been added to Inventory Exports, after the name and before the barcode. The field is
for informational purposes only and cannot be edited from this export.

Negative Qty Average Costing Approach
Revel has re-architected the way the inventory system deals with average costing greatly increasing its
stability and bringing into line with standard accounting practices. Revel has totally removed support for
negative or null cost calculations or inventory value and altered the way it treats product cost when
inventory quantities go negative. While inventory goes into a negative quantity, the average cost is
maintained at that point, but inventory value stops at 0. Any receipts while inventory is negative stay at
the current average cost per unit. When the inventory goes back above 0, the average cost is set to the
cost per unit of that transaction.
Force stock take at the product level
Managers are now able to specify products and categories that should be inventoried.
Multiple Reorder/Stock Units per Vendor
It is now possible for a product or ingredient to have multiple Reorder/Stock Units associated with a
single Vendor. Each Reorder Unit can have its own Vendor ID, Reorder quantity and price, and tax rate.
Multiple stock units per vendor are created and managed in Inventory/Vendors. The list of products and
ingredients associated to a vendor has been updated to accommodate this change. Products and
Ingredients are now listed together, though you may filter to one or the other.
One Stock Unit per vendor must be the primary stock unit for that vendor and shall be the unit that
purchase orders default to. The Primary Stock unit for the Primary Vendor remains the only vendor and
stock unit that can maintained from Product Import / Export.
RMAs can now impact average weighted cost
Traditionally, any cost entered into an RMA for returning a product to a vendor had no impact on the
average weighted cost of that product. RMAs affected only product quantity. However, business can
choose to have the average weighted cost reflect RMAs by enabling the setting, “Updates average cost
per unit by RMA return amount” in the Inventory section of the settings. Note, this is a staff only
setting, so please contact your support agent to enable it.

It is now possible to create RMAs for products that have been deactivated
Inactive products many now be selected to RMA’s for returning to the vendor.

Inventory Restrictions per Product
It is now possible to enforce inventory restrictions on the POS for specific products only, as opposed to
all products, decreasing network stress and UI clutter. Simply enable “Do Not Allow Sale of this product
without stock on hand” on the product’s details page, and it will not be possible to add that product to
an order if its inventory falls to zero or below. It is not necessary to activate “Sync Inventory” for this
feature to work.

Multiple UOM on single PO
It is now possible to order the same product on the same purchase order multiple times, using different
stock units.
Remove tax while receiving
Tax Included countries have different ways of handling whether or not the tax should be removed from
the price when entered into inventory via purchase order or direct inventory interaction. Previously,
Revel never removed the tax. Now however, clients may choose to have the tax removed from products
received via purchase order and/or direct inventory action by enabling the Inventory Setting, “Remove
tax from item cost when receiving items into inventory.” This is a staff only setting so contact your
support representative to enable it.
Disable Adjust Cost under Settings/Inventory
By checking, Disable Adjust Cost under Settings/Inventory, users can now prevent any manual cost
adjustments as part of inventory interactions, both on the Management Console and on the POS. Note,
this means that the only way an items cost per unit can be corrected is via import.

Force Stock Take on a product level

With this feature, we have enabled the ability to include a
set of product or ingredients within the Physical Inventory
process. This allows users to add a set of
products/ingredients to the stock take that will display as
a list on the inventory application as needed to be
scanned for the physical inventory to be completed.
The updated screen to adding products to the physical
inventory is below. As a user that is setting up a physical
inventory, you may now add products to the physical
inventory to be scanned on the physical inventory
application. The user can now also name the section with
a field they find logical to describe the section that needs
to be scanned (i.e. cokes or chips.) Users can add multiple
sections.

After assigning the products to the physical inventory, when the
user navigates to the application, they will see the products listed
that need to be scanned under the “in progress” tab. After a
product has been scanned, this will move to the “completed” tab.
After the user has completed the physical inventory from the
physical inventory application, the user will see a new screen in the
MC for completing the physical inventory. Within this view, the user
can leverage the same features for requesting a recount, which will
send that section back to the physical inventory application for rescan. We have also made the “end
physical inventory” button disabled until all actions on the page are completed. This will prevent users
from erroneously completing the physical inventory without all required data being added.

We have also enabled the ability to delete a section from the physical inventory management screen.
This allows users to remove a section from the physical inventory. This feature is hidden behind the
ellipses on the page to prevent any accidental deletions.
Once the “delete” function has been enabled, the users will see a “trash can” icon that will allow the
user to delete the section.

Create a document for stock movements at the line item level
In this story, we have enabled the ability to print line items on the Product Inventory Log. This allows the
user to have a paper document that they can keep in store records for any Inventory Movement (at EMS
or Establishment level)
On the product inventory log, you will now see a checkbox a user can select. User can only select 5
inventory movements per printout.

Once the user clicks this checkbox, the “Print Inventory Log” will display and become active. Allowing
the user to print the logs (PDF format.) An example printout is below.

New UI for adding UOM of products to vendors
With this story, we have cleaned up the screen where users can manage the product/vendor
relationship. This new UI makes the process much more intuitive to the end users allowing for a more
fluid process to managing this relationship.
User now have a radio button to select multiple products to add to the Vendor reducing the steps to
adding multiple products. Also, product and ingredients are now filterable. User can show either
products, ingredients, or both on the screen.

Workflow for rejecting store to store transfer for receiving establishment
In previous design, when a store-to-store transfer was available in a receiving store, the user could only
acknowledge the transfer and had no ability to reject the transfer. This new workflow enables a feature
that allows the receiving store to reject a store to store transfer.
To reject the store to store transfer, the receiving store would go to the transfer screen (Inventory >
Transfers.)

Within the list view of the store-to-store transfers, the receiving establishment will have the ability to
reject the transfer within the Actions ellipses. This will immediately send the inventory back to the
sending store.

Setting for cost adjustment in store to store transfer
Users may now decide if the “adjust cost” option should be available during a store to store transfer.
This behavior is controlled under Settings > Inventory > Allow users to adjust cost during transfer.

If setting is set to true, the receiving store will be allowed to adjust cost upon receiving the store to store
transfer. If set to false, the option to adjust cost will not be displayed. (Screenshot of the setting below
in store to store transfer.)

Filter on the inventory log based on vendor
Users are now able to filter on the inventory log, at either the establishment or EMS level, based on the
vendor. If no product/vendor relationship exists, this will not display.
Filtering by reason codes on Inventory log
Users are now able to filter on the inventory log, at either the establishment or EMS level, based on
reason codes. If no reason codes are configured at the time of the inventory movement, this will not be
available for that inventory movement.

Enables reason codes on POS
Revel has enabled the ability to leverage reason codes on the POS station. When reason codes are set
up for an establishment, a user will now have to enter a reason code when doing a stock movement on
the POS.
The experience on the POS is shown below.

Emails for RMAs
Users may now email the RMA to the Vendor when completing an RMA. To enable under settings, go to
settings > Inventory settings > Enable emailing RMAs.

Once “Enable Emailing RMAs” is checked, when submitting an RMA, an email will be sent to the Vendor,
assuming an email is available under the Vendor information.
Adding an attachment to an RMA
Users may now add an attachment to an RMA.

After adding an attachment to an RMA and clicking “Save”, the user will be prompted to validate the
email address for the vendor.

Setup grouping of Stock Movement Reasons
This ticket was a technical change to ensure specifying which inventory action type a stock movement
reason code is for. For example, user won't be able to select a "wastage" type reason code when he/she
is receiving inventory after this story.

INVOICES
Default New Order Option
Revel has added a Default Order Type subsetting to Settings->Advanced Settings->Invoices. Customers
may select whether new orders default to Order or Invoices, or whether the order creator shall be
prompted to select the order type each time.

Invoices now display the amount of any deposit
Invoices now display the amount of any deposit that has been made against them and the balance
outstanding, as opposed to just the amount of the invoice pre-deposit.
Email Invoice Headers
Revel now uses a different header for emailing invoice pdfs from the POS than for emailing receipt pdfs.
The Invoice one states, “..Please find the invoice for your order…” while the receipt states, “..Please find
the receipt for your order…”
Revel has refined the flow for removing items in a quantity from invoices
Users may now input how many items they wish removed rather automatically removing the entire
quantity.

KITCHEN PRINT / KDS
KDS Management Console Configuration
Users can now configure their own KDS/Expedites on the Management Console, under the Peripheral’s
section of the Establishment Tab.
The Device Tab contains settings relating to physical iPad and access. It is also where you select the
default display for the KDS, such as Tile Kitchen or Line Expedite.

The Common Tab contains settings common to all views covering things like order behavior and the data
displayed.

On the Kitchen Tab, one can set interactions specific to Kitchen views, including timers. Button behavior,
and All Day Mode.

The Expedite Tab controls activity related only to Expedites, including button behavior and expedite
printer.

One can set a couple of display options for Order up displays include logos and font sizes.

Red Modifier Display on Kitchen Views
Users may now choose to have modifiers, including special requests display in red on kitchen views and
expedites. Check “Color Modifiers Red” on the Common Tab in the Kitchen Views under the Peripherals
section of the Establishment master tab.

Expanded Order Type Delay
Revel has expanded the ability to delay kitchen printing/display on the KDS to all order types, not just
online orders and catering. Extra order types have been added to the Delay Printing section of Kitchen
View/Kitchen Print settings. Input the number of minutes before the Due Date that the order shall print
(no input means the prints immediately), and for any order type that has a Due Date, printing to the
kitchen printer or display on the KDS will be delayed until that time. This works for open and closed
orders as well as for invoices where the items have been set to layaway.

KIOSK
Order Type Prompt Change
Kiosk users who support both Eat In and To Go dining options on their kiosks can now prompt the
customer to select their preferred option at the beginning of the order instead of waiting until the end,
where many customers forget to make a choice. Enable this by checking the “Prompt for Order Option”
subsetting to “Support eat in and to go” in the Kiosk section of the Settings.

Out of Stock Message
If an item is out of inventory and cannot be sold on the kiosk, the message no longer offers a Manager
Override option.

LOYALTY
Points Earned now displayed
Customer details now displays the number of points earned by customers for each reward program the
business participates in.
Returns and Loyalty
Partial returns will no longer cause all loyalty points to be cancelled. Rather only those points related to
the returned items shall be removed from the customer’s loyalty account.

Manage all types of loyalty programs from the POS
It is now possible to manage the number of points for all types of loyalty programs, including Visit and
Purchase Points, from the POS, not just Item points.
Mask loyalty information on Order History
Revel has added a setting “Mask Loyalty Number in order history”. When this setting is enabled, the
Loyalty Number will be masked on the Order History report. Only the last 4 digits of the Loyalty Number
will display on the when viewing an Order.

MENU
Locally Applied Inventory Restrictions
Users may now enforce inventory restrictions on specific products without having to sync their entire
inventory to the POS. Enable this by setting “Do Not Allow Sale of this product without stock on hand”
to try on a Product’s Details. If the inventory for the product is 0 or below, users will not be able to add
it to an order unless they have the “Override Add Product Restrictions” permission.

Import Supports Flat Tax
Users may now add the number of Flat Tax units to their products using product Import. This is an
Advanced field call Tax Units.

Paginate Product Group
The Product Group page has been paginated, allowing users with large numbers of Product Groups to
manage their groups.

ORDERS
Modifier / Combo Selection User Experience
If a group combo only has a single product in each slot, the user will not be required to interact with the
combo popup even if the products have modifiers. Rather, the user will select modifiers and the combo
will be added directly to the order.

Sort Options
The option Sort Orders by Due Date on the Orders tab has been renamed simply to Due Date to be in
line with other sort option names.
Revel has also added the ability to sort by Table # to the Orders Sort Page. Bar Tab #’s are also
represented in the sort.
Order Screen Enhancements
In order to clean up the order screen, enhance responsiveness and improve the interaction with
quantity and discounts, Revel has redesigned how quantity is added to products. Revel has removed the
up down arrows on order screen itself. Now, users tap the product to get the product flyout, and adjust
the quantity using up down arrows or direct input.
Special Requests and Combos
It is now possible to associate Special Requests with specific products on a combo. Tap the combo and
select the product which will have the special request.
Settable Due Date
To help support future orders, Revel has made due date both settable and visible for all order types.
Additionally, orders will remain on the POS until their due date has pass regardless of whether the order
is closed or not. This means that these orders will appear in order lists and will not need to be recalled
from the server.
Catering Due Date Tied to Order
To simplify user experience Catering due date can now only be set at the order level. This will not
interfere with catering reports by item. Said reports shall simply draw their data from the order.

ONLINE ORDERING
Custom Commerce now supports combo re-ordering
Support for reordering combos has been added to iOS and Android versions of Custom Commerce.
Payment cancellation changes
If it is determined that an online order is invalid, say because it cannot be prepared by the requested
due date and time, Revel will now cancel payment preauthorization. This has been implemented for
Freedom Pay, PayPal, WorldPay, Moneris and Adyen. It was previously implemented for Mercury,
USAepy and Verifone.
The Revel url has been removed from online receipts.
Custom Payment Types Added to the Web Ordering API
Revel has added support for Custom Payment Types to the Web Ordering API, allowing 3rd party web
ordering systems to submit orders with Custom Payment types.

Multiple Custom Commerce Apps Support
Customers may now have multiple Custom Commerce applications on the same device, with the same
user. Push notifications will be routed to the correct application.
Custom Shipping and Online Ordering
Revel has added support for Custom Shipping rates to Online Ordering.
Future Dates for Online Orders
Our customers may now choose to have Online Orders for future dates come in as invoices, processing
payment immediately, but delaying sales reporting until the Invoice is turned into an order. This is
enabled via the setting, “Future Orders shall be created as invoices” under the Order Rules of Online
Ordering Settings. Select how far into the future an order should be for it to be created as invoice by
completing the setting, “Number of days into the future where online orders shall come in as invoices”.
Online Invoices shall be treated as normal orders for display in alerts and badges on the POS. Further,
there shall be no change to the receipt that is sent to the customer.

Online Order Flow Changes
On the QSR desk top version of online ordering, users will be encouraged to provide their desired order
type (deliver, pick-up, etc), due date and location before beginning an order. Revel will take this
information and adjust the menu so that only items available at that time and for that order type are
offered. Previously, this check was not performed until after orders were submitted, leading to a poor
customer experience if the order could not be fulfilled due to type, time or location. Users may elect to
browse the menu without inputting anything, but once they begin the order, they will be asked for type,
due date and location.

POS
Custom Action Buttons
Users can now create their Custom Action Buttons which display below the order and link to web page
of their choice. To configure an Action Button, go to Settings->Advanced POS Settings->Custom Buttons
and Add Custom Button. Input the Button Name (which will appear on the POS) and select a color for
the Button Text. You may either choose a predefined icon or upload your own (80 x 80 px). Input the
URL that the Button will lead to. Finally, you may choose to control who can use the button by enabling
Security Pin Required. If Security Pin Required is enabled, only users with the Custom Button Access
permission will be able to use the button.

Once the Button is configured, go to Establishment->POS Stations->Order Actions and select where in
the list of Order Actions the new will appear.

The Custom Button will appear on the POS below the order screen. Tap it, enter the security pin if
required, and the button url will load in an in App window. You may interact with the web site in any
way, but the url itself may not be manually edited. Exit the url by clicking back at the upper left.

PAYMENTS
TriPOS Hosted Checkout Support
Revel has implemented Hosted Checkout for TriPOS on the POS. Users using TriPOS may now select
Manual Credit and input the customer’s billing information. Address data maybe input by attaching a
customer record to the order or entering it manually. If the Settings->Payments->Vantiv/Tripos EMV>Support AVS is enabled, then Revel will perform an AVS check and inform the user if there are any
irregularities, allowing the user to cancel the transaction if desired.
All Online Ordering Platforms now support taking payment though TriPOS Hosted Checkout
CVV validation has been added to payments processed through TriPOS hosted checkout on the POS. If
the CVV does not match the other card credentials or is left blank, the user will have the option to revert
the payment.
Card Not Present refunds can now be performed with TriPOS.
The settings on the POS which control offline payment limitations have been extended to TriPOS.
Added the signature lines back to the credit receipts generated if using Vantiv TriPOS EMV.
Batch Screen Adjustments
Batch process screens have been adjusted so that one does not need to explicitly clear the current
contents before typing in a new value.
Eigen Payment Support
Revel has added support for Eigen payments, including the ability to process SVS gift cards though the
Eigen payment integration supports EMV and uses the Ingenico iCT250. Most regular financial
transactions are implemented (support for tips, batch processing, refunds, etc). Chargebacks, offline
payments and Pre-authorization are not supported.
Enable Eigen Payments at Settings->Payments->Eigen Payments->Enable Eigen.

Limit Vouchers to Products
It is now possible to add a voucher payment with a white list of accepted products to an order that
already has a voucher payment with a blacklist set of products on it.

Transaction Checking Feature
Revel has implemented support for Mercury Payments enhanced Duplicate Transaction Checking
Feature which looks for and rejects identical transactions performed within an hour. If Revel can
determine that the duplication is the result of the card being swiped twice, it will use the initial, valid
transaction. If the duplication is the result of an identical transaction performed earlier, then Revel will
mark that latter transaction as Declined.
Support RBA v19
Added support for RBA v19 to Freedom pay which should improve language prompt experience. This
was backported to 2.34.
Ayden Changes
Support for card present refunds has been added to Revel’s integration with Ayden Payments.
Improved the experience of using updated Ayden credentials and/or terminal IP address on the POS.
Corrected an image problem with Adyen receipts.
Moneris Changes
Revel’s integration with Moneris has been updated and re-certified for 2018.
Added support for both Purchase Corrections and Refund Transactions to payments made through
Moneris.
Moneris does not allow for simple refunds of payments after the batch has been closed. Therefore,
Revel has added the ability to do a Card Present to return payments if necessary following the closure of
the batch.
PayPal Changes
Revel has updated the way it handles partial payments to PayPal, removing any tax references from the
reconciliation item.

PERIPHERALS
Faster Swipe Login with IDTech
Customers using an unencrypted IDTech card swipe to read admin cards will no longer have to press the
Admin Swipe button to log in. Instead, they may just swipe their cards while on the PIN screen. Note,
this also works with RFID readers using the RS232 interface.
Support for Linea Pro 5 Mobile Barcode Scanner
Revel now supports the Linea Pro 5 Mobile Barcode scanner for the Inventory App.
Revel now supports French Fiscal
Configuration requires:

§
§
§

A PC with Windows 7+ / Linux (Windows is preferable);
A receipts printer Epson TM / Star (Epson TM is preferable);
EFR installation file from http://public.efsta.net/efr/ Windows(.msi) / Linux (.zip)

Basic steps:
1. Setup network;
2. Install EFR on the PC;
3. Configure the EFR (by EFSTA France requirements);
4. Setup Revel Management Console:
§
§
§

Tax country (France) – Note, this is a tax included tax country;
Taxes (there are five tax groups in France);
Peripherals/Printers - there must be at least two printers:
One is EFR (Epson EFR type), IP address is IP address of the PC with EFR. This printer must have
a delegate;
The other is the printer delegate, regular receipt printer;

Revel has added France to the list of countries under Advanced POS Settings -> Tax Country. Selecting
France will enable the Epson i-Hub + EFSTA integration

PRICING:
Price Tiers Added to Product Price Life Cycle
Users may now manage price changes to Price Tiers using the Product Price Life Cycle. Expose the price
tier column using Settings Gear at the upper right. Input the product and start typing the name of the
price tier you wish to manage. Enter the date for the price change as well as the change itself and press
save. Using Price Tiers and the PPLC allows users set up and reuse sale or special event concepts (the
price tiers) and alter the prices associated with them ahead of time.

PRINTING
Name now printed on refund receipts
Revel now prints the name of the Credit Card on refund receipts, as opposed to just the words “Credit
Card”.
Arabic Receipts
It is now possible to print receipts in Arabic. This requires the following. The printer must be an Epson
T88VI with Arabic enabled. Then navigate to Establishment->Peripherals->Printers and set the Printer
Type to Epson ePOS LAN. Click on Advanced settings and input these settings:
Printer Model = TM-T88
Printer Language = ANK
Printer Encoding = *Latin/Arabic (ISO-8859-6)*

Arabic Label Tags
It is now possible to print Price Label Tags in Arabic.

PRODUCTS
Dynamic Cost Added to exports
Dynamic Cost has been added as an Additional Field available when exporting Products. Selecting
Dynamic Cost will export the current cost of the product based on inventory activity. Dynamic Cost may
not be imported.
It is now possible to add dynamic cost as a column to the export of modifiers and of ingredients. The
column is for display purposes only and cannot be reimported to manage an items cost.

Copying Function Performance Enhancement
Performance for copying details from one product to others has been improved. The results of the copy
job are now sent to via email.

PURCHASE ORDERS
Additional changes to Time Format on Finalized PO.
Updated UI on the Purchase Order information screen that displays the dates Created, Finalized, & Sent
in a more UX friendly format.

QUICKBOOKS
Support Auto Tax
To accommodate Auto Tax, Revel will now populate the Default Customer ShipAddr field.
Improved handling of inventory created via Prep Recipes.
Support for Cross Establishment Returns
Added support for cross establishment returns to the Summary Quick Books Online integration.
QBO Tax Changes
Revel has updated the way taxes are setup for QBO to take advantage of the new Partner Tax.

REPORTS
Discounts Report
The Discounts report has been updated to account for the value of order discounts which have been
affected by exchanges.
Customers Orders Report
Revel has updated the header bar and presentation of data on the Customers Orders report, bringing
into line with other reports. The report is now easier to read. Birthdate has been removed, but both
item discounts and receiptless returns and exchanges are represented. Use the magnifying glass to
search for specific Customers. Export or print the report by clicking the ellipses. Click the question mark

to access a Support Article about the report. Revel has also added the ability to filter the report by
Customer Group.

Serial Number Report
Revel has updated the header on the Serial Numbers report. Adjust the Reporting period by clicking the
reporting dates. Use the magnifying glass to search for specific Serial Numbers. Export or print the
report by clicking the ellipses. Click the question mark to access a Support Article about the report.
Filter by order type and select whether to include all establishments by clicking the Filters button.

Sales Summary Report
Donations have been moved from Sales into Liabilities on the Sales Summary Report

The Sales Summary Payment section has been reordered to put Cash and Credit payments at the top,
followed by other payment types.

Gift Card Report
The Gift Card report now displays the full name of the employee of record.
Operations Report
Revel has updated some misleading field names (Expected Cash from Tills is now Total Expected Cash,
and Actual Cash (Final Till Count) is now Declared Cash), and added a few new fields to the Cash
Summary section of the operations report to assist in clear representation of a business’s cash numbers
and reconciliation of those numbers with the tills report.
Tills Report
In order to make the Tills report easier to read and reconcile to the Operations report, Revel has added a
series of summary numbers at the Top, which represent total tills activity for the reporting period and
match back to numbers on the Operations report.
Emailed Report Format Options
Users may now receive the Hourly Sales Report delivered to them via email as either a CSV or Excel File.
Go to Settings->Reports->Daily Hourly Sales Report and input the file type and email address(es) to
which the report shall be sent.
House Account Statement Changes
The statements which can be mailed to customers from the House Account report shall now include the
establishments address and phone number so that customers may easily contact business to whom they
owe money.
The Speed of Service Report has been updated
Adjust the Reporting period by clicking the reporting dates. Export or print the report by clicking the
ellipses. Click the question mark to access a Support Article about the report. Select whether the report
should be expanded or collapsed or whether data should be present by order or item at the upper right.

A Filter button has been added allowing the user to filter by Employee and/or Class (if in Item View) and
to choose how time is represented (as Minutes:Seconds, or a decimal).

Reports Optimized
Revel has optimized the performance of the Product Mix report when handling large volumes of data.
Revel has implemented limits preventing running of reports for periods longer than one year. This limit
is enforced at both the UI and API levels.
The Item Tracking Report has been re-architected to greatly improve load times.
Filter for establishment on Product Inventory Log
Users may now filter by establishment the Product Inventory Log at the EMS level. This can be seen by
selecting a Division in the RMC EMS and navigating to Reports > Product Inventory Log > Filters. Upon
selecting an establishment, the inventory log will display only inventory movements that are related to
the chosen establishment. This is not a multi-select option.

Establishment on the inventory log at EMS level
This story has enabled the ability to filter on the inventory log by Establishment name (at the EMS level.)
When a user goes to a division level product inventory log, they will now see all establishments so a user
can filter inventory movements for only a single establishment.

Revel has updated the header on the Catering Delivery report
Adjust the Reporting period by clicking the reporting dates. Export or print the report by clicking the
ellipses. Click the question mark to access a Support Article about the report. The report can be
grouped by Order or Item using the Group by Drop Down. Order notes have been added to the By
Order View.

New Day of the Week Filter
Revel has added a Day of the Week filter to Hourly Sales, Labor and Product Mix reports. This will allow
users to run these reports for a given period of time, display data only from certain days of the week,
say all the Saturdays and Sundays in a month.

Order History Report
Users may now mask this display of Loyalty Card numbers in the Order History Report by enabling “Mask
Loyalty Number in order history” in the Loyalty section of Gift, Rewards and Admin Cards Settings.

SCALES
NTEP Certification Update
Revel has updated its NTEP certification number from 13-014 to 13-014A1.

TABLE SERVICE
Users may now sort order lists by Table Number
Tap the orders button or icon, pull down on the popup and tap Sort Preference. Table # is midway down
the page. When sorting by Table Number, those orders with a table number will be listed first no matter
whether the search is up down or down up.
Split Bills
Revel will now display modifiers in the item selection windows for Split Bills, making it easier for servers
to select the correct product.

THIRD PARTY INTEGRATIONS
Support for Modifiers has been added to the Punchh Loyalty integration. The POS now informs Punchh
of the existence and price of modifiers associated with products.
For payments made with Levelup gift cards, Revel now prints the payment type on the receipt.
Revel has added LevelUp Gift as an order item type to support the purchase and loading of LevelUp Gift
Cards.
Orders paid for with Como payments will follow the settings for cash receipts to determine whether or
not a receipt should be printed.
To accommodate changes in iOS11, Revel has removed JSJSON from its integration with Pepper (aka
SSMC) so as to fix rounding issues.

TILLS
Prevent Sales with Open Cash Drawer
Users with Epson printers may now prevent new orders from created while the cash drawer is opened.
This requires that the printer be set up as an ePOS printer. To enable this feature, go to Settings>Advanced POS settings and check ‘Prevent new orders if cash drawer is open.’ If the POS cannot
confirm that the cash drawer is closed when a new order is made, a warning popup will appear. The
user may cancel the order, retry the check, or enter a manager pin to proceed anyway.

Till Improvements on Dashboard
It is now easier to set a till, select a till or see till status on the dashboard. If no till is set, the Dashboard
will display “Not Set”. Otherwise, the dashboard shall Display the location of the current till, say Drawer
1 or Drawer 2 or Virtual till. Tapping the name current till (or “Not Set” will allow the user to either set
the till or manage the existing till. If the user has access to multiple tills, they may select the alternate
till from the same flyout.
Better Currency Management
The segmented control for multiple currencies has been replaced. Each Currency is now managed from
a line in the till popover.
Improved Safe Drop Screen
Restored the expected amount in Till field to the Safe Drop Screen.
Virtual Till Cash Drop Improvements
It shall no longer be possible to make a cash drop from a virtual till unless the POS on which the drop is
being made has an open, physical till.
Clocking Out with Open Tills
Revel now allows our clients to require their employees close out their tills prior to clock out. This may
be enabled for Physical and/or Virtual tills by enabling “Require Till closure before clockout” under the
Tills section of Advanced POS settings. If an employee who has an open till attempts to clockout, they
will be warned that they must close their tills prior to clockout. The restriction can be bypassed by a
manager with the Clock In/out Restrictions Override permission.
For businesses whose terminals do not sync, if an employee attempts to clock out and the POS
determines that the employee has open tills which are not on the clock out station, the POS will throw a
warning that the employee should clock out all open tills. If the employee still chooses to clock out, a
“Clocked out with Open Till” event will be added to the action log.
To accommodate the new ability to restrict clock out if an employee has open tills, the Confirm
Employee Time Cards and Close All Tills steps of the End of Day Process have been reversed.

USER INTERFACE AND DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
The settings gear icon has been removed from the Table View.
Revel has enhanced Searching for Orders within the Orders Popover using Advanced options. If a single
order is found, that order will automatically be opened. If there are several results, they shall be
displayed, allowing the user to select the desired order. If there are no results, Revel will display a
results not found message within the search area, allowing the user to easily alter their search criteria.
The Payments page on the POS is now full screen, rather than a popup. This leaves more room on the
left for Payment Action Buttons. To exit the payment screen and return to the order, tap Back in the
upper left.
Input into the search field of the Customer/Call Name popup shall now automatically search against
both customers and call names.
The Clock Out Button has been moved to the upper right on the Dashboard and Order Screens.
The user flows for BLE, SSMC and PayPal Checkin have been updated and modernized to take advantage
of the new customer flyover design.
The input keyboards for Advanced Search options under the Orders screen have been updated. Search
by Credit Card and Search by Call Number uses the pinpad keyboard while Search by Order Id uses the
numeric keyboard.
The Declare Tips Popup has been updated to bring it into line with the rest of the UI.
Tills which have been manually closed on the Management Console will no longer appear in the Open
Tills section of the POS Dashboard.

WEB SOCKETS
Revel has significantly re-architected the way the Cloud communicates with the POS to transfer time
sensitive data such as online orders or updates to customer records. In the past, Revel has used either
polling from the POS or Apple Push Notifications, both technologies with drawbacks. Now Revel is
leveraging the power of Web Sockets to provide a stable, robust connection between the POS and the
cloud, leading to faster, more reliable communication between the two.

